
Phone recorders, fax paper, answering machine tapes.
Recording calls* has never been easier!
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Phone cassette recorder
TRC-200. Tapes both sides of phone conversations and doubles as a standard
recorder. Voice -activated recording saves tape by preventing long recorded
pauses. Regular and long -play record speeds. Auto -stop. /" earphone jack.
Requires 4 "AA" batteries or AC adapter #273-1758/M.1;%:(i:Ii #43-473

Two -speed telephone microcassette recorder
TRC-300. Palm -size recorder connects to phone's handset cord. Records
calls and also works as a standard voice -activated recorder for notes or
dictation. D gital counter helps find desired parts of tapes fast. Two tape
speeds-use slow speed to double recording time. Auto -level for perfect -
volume tapes, no adjustments needed. Pause switch, cue/review, )f"
earphone jack. Add 2 "AA" batteries or AC adapter #273-1755/H. #43-476

Recorder control
Automatically starts recorder whenever phone is picked up.
Easy to set up-just plug into the phone jack and recorder. #43-228

Mini recorder control
Lets you record/play calls through phone's handset. Works with phone
that has a detachable handset and voice -activated recorder with X" mic
jack. #43-1237
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"Smart" phone recorder control
Our best! Instantly starts a recorder whenever a phone (or a second
phone connected to contrdler's phone jack) is picked up. No settings to
worry about-just plug into most recorders L.1 J #43-2208

Thermal fax paper

Roll paper for older
thermal -type fax machines
Two 814"x49 -ft. rolls. Compatible with many models.
Prints in black. #43-1264

Answering machine tapes

Help keep older tape -based phone answering
machines working-and sounding-like new
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*Check local laws on recording telephone conversations. Recorder controls above work with any recorder that has jacks for remote mic and remote control.


